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The late stages of stellar evolution theory leads to a con-

clusion that after helium combustion the same central highly dege-

nerated carbon core with the mas* H = 1.4M
e
 is to be formed in

all the stars of the main sequence with the masses (4*10)M*'. In

this core carbon explosion starts at the central density p at

«3-10
9
 g/cm

3
 and the central temperature т *3«10

8
 в/

1
''. For

the above mentioned parameters the hydrodynanic theory hcs shown

that the star disruption takes place with a small kinetic energy

4 10 erfr as compared with the observed energies of Supernova

explosions. The explosion progresses in a pulsetional regime, with

the thermonuclear energy release of carbon burning being largely

compensated by the neutrino energy losses. The processes of elec-

tron capture by nuclei of the iron peak, generated as a result of

carbon burning, dominate in the energy losses. Thus, though such

* Star* «It* l o m а а м м t o n Into «bit» dwarf*, «till* thoae trtth ЪДОвг мааса
reach the final atate of the central Iron eora formation vltn a further collapse Into
Matron atara and the donation o.* black hole* la not exclude**'.fin the latter caao
there la no explanation for laataatuiecua ааркгшт» exploalona'*?.



an explosion can be treated as a theoretical model of the Super-

nova burst, its kinetic energy- is not sufficiently high and there

is no gravitationally bound remnant in the form of a neutron etar-

pulsar. It was suggested in that the neutrino energy transfer

from the central (already burnt) part of the star to the outer

(not burnt) layers can play an important role in the development

of the explosion of the star carbon core. This transfer provides

the Ignition of the carbon successive layers and the propagation

of thermonuclear burning from the core center to its surface. The

v
%
 • -neutrino scattering on relativistic degenerated electrons

of the outer layer turned out to be the main mechanism of such

a transfer. Due to the relativistic enhancement of the mean energy

transfer <<7-дЕ> , small specific heat of the degenerated carbon

and the absence of the neutrino radiation delution, such a tran-

sfer differs qualitatively from the neutrino deposition, which

was proposed earlier in'
6
'. While the condition n » R * 1(R is

the mean radius cf the outer layer, n is the particle concentra-

tion! was needed in for an effective transfer, the energy tran-

sfer, sufficient for thermonuclear Ignition, is already provided

in our case by the transparency condition n«rR-« 1.

»
•ft» mritiiil» <<г-ДЕ>«ав calculated with acoouct of neutral currant* In the

aalam-Velooerc aodel «ltn utt?«m ж a/a/a»/, j u thle сам the remit doea not differ
essentially from the prediction of to* (V-Ю Рвуяшап-ОвП-Иапп theory/"/.



We have taken Into account such a neutrino enerrgy transfer

/4/

in the selfconsistent programme of calculating the thermonuc-

lear explosion of the carbon stellar core*).

In case of parameters accepted in calculation (pc--3»10
9g/

cm3, T c = 3*10
8 K) the neutrino energy transfer doea not lead to

a substantial change of the result* due to the smallness of the
49 SO

neutrino radiation energy (|E | = 5*10 erg«:£_„_ - 7*10 erg,

«here E v and E n u c are the total energies of neutrino losses and

the thermonuclear energy release, respectively). However, the

theory of stellar evolution predicts the difference of the central

parameters of the degenerated carbon cores from those accepted

in'4/. if the evolution of the star takes place in the composition

of a dense double system, where the mass exchange between the two

companions is possible, for all the stars with the mass M =(4*10)*^

there appear some other options instead of the universal evolu-

tion track. For instance, it has been shown in paper8' that there

is a distinct possibility to increase the central density several
о

times (with a certain decrease of the temperature T "1*10 K).

This increase cannot exceed the Chandrasekar limit P
c
=3 10 g/cmf

for which the carbon core stars would collapse due to the elec-
4»
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tron capture by carbon nuclei themselves. Therefore it is quite

natural to consider the carbon core explosion with higher central

density 3«109 g/cm3 £ pe$ 3.1010 g/cm3. The transition from disrup-

tion to collapse initiated by thermonuclear carbon burning is

evidently to occur in this very region. For the detonation regime

such a transition took place at p « 2 «10 g/сш? \ in our calcu-

lation «here the hypothesis on detonation burning «as not used

(and with no account of the neutrino ignition) such a limit turned

out to be sufficiently lower - P
c
 - 5-10

9
 g/cm

3
 . For this

Hiit the iron core formed from the burnt carbon, collapsed with- j

out the envelope being blown off. >

In this note we present some calculational results on the

thermonuclear explosion of carbon stellar core with account of the

neutrino ignition of the outer layers due to v
m
 9- scattering.The

version with a very high central density collapsed as before (p =

= 1.4«10
10
 g/cm

3
 and T

c
 = 3-10

8
 K). However in the very outer

layers the neutrino Ignition caused the formation of a strong

detonation wave and a short-term expansion ol the stellar core

outer surface. At this expansion the work ~2-10
4 9
 erg was done

over the envelope, which was sufficient to blow It off. Almost

the same work was obtained for all other collapsing versions:

a) P
c
 = 8.4-10

9
 g/cm

3
; T

c
 = l»10

8
 K; b) P

C
 = S.4-10

9
 g/em

3
 ; T •

3«10
8
 K.

6



Fig. 1 shows the profiles of velocities at various Instants

of time for version a). The collapse development of the central

part is obvious. It has a typical maximum of the negative velocity

at All = ш (portions Aa/a^are plotted along the abscissa axis

of the total mass of the stellar core a^=!.4if > Л й е correspon-

ding calculation'**' haa shown that no poaitive velocities) occur

in the presence of neutrino Ignition, though the velocities of

outer layer compression are substantially less than their maximum

value. There are positive velocities for a number of latest

instants of time in a small fraction of aass (see Fig. 1). For

the sane version Fig. 2 presents the specific rate of neutrino

energy '.losses of the burnt layers together with the rete of neut-

rino heating of unburnt ones (the latter are ten-fold scaled up).

These profiles of the magnitude *„ are presented for the instant

of time when tbe central part with the aass 0.77H has Just burnt.

It is clearly seen how small the magnitude of the neutolno heating

is as compared with the neutrino losses. However during the tlaa

of a successive collapse (~10~
2
 see) the heating is of the order

of magnitude «10 erg/g sec-10"
2
 sec -"10

1
 erg/g. This heating

provides an increase in the temperature from 1-10 К to 8.10
8
 K,

when the burning bears the character of an explosion.

For the last version b) of calculation with p
c
=t8.4«10

9
g/ca

3

and T
c
 = 3*10

8
 К the results appeared to be very sensitive to



detail* of • physical Input. When the neutrino losses were arti-

ficially enhanced for low temperature* (Tc£ 3-10
9°K, i.e. In tbe

region of minimum temperature, which la inherent in the process

/9/
of collapse ) , and for high densities of the star tee collapse

has developed with the above mentioned blow off of the outer enve-

lope. For a usual somewhat diminished rate of the neutrino losses

(as It was accepted In all other versions) the total disruption

of the stellar core took place instead of collapse. The kinetic

50
energy of the disruption reached 4*10 erg, about lM of carbon

coabusted; so both for the energy and for tbe distribution of

chemical composition this version corresponds to the observed

Supernova explosions. Such a high sensitivity of the calculational

result to the ways of taking into account the neutrino energy

losses signifies that the boundary between the collapsing and

disruption stellar ceres, with regard for neutrino ignition, is

near the value р
с
»8.4*10

9
 g/om

3
.

Thus, the critical central density grew almost twice as

much as compared with the value in . In the Interval of densi-

o 9 3

ties 3*10 K-9 48.4-10 g/cm the disruption kinetic energy rises

50 щл

from the value 1-10 erg to 4»10°° erg and has Its maximum magni-

tude about «"10*
a
 erg for intermediate value of the density**.

At *e- 5-10* g/tm9 ta» calculation baa glvaa tba vain* 1.7-10*1

n t Cor th«
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Proceeding from the present calculations, one may put for-

ward a working hypothesis on the mechanisms of Supernova bursts.

Degenerated carbon cores having by the moment of explosion suff 1-

ciently low central densities P
C
4 8-10 g/cm , explode as Super-

nova of type II with a great variety of energies (10
5 0
 f 10

5?
erg)

and features of outer, as a matter of fact, spread envelopes rich

in hydrogen. It is known that Supemovae of II type exhibit the

presence ot high hydrogen content (in contary to Supernovae of I

type). Host intensive explosions possibly form a part of double

systems.

S 3
Carbon cores with high density p >8-10 g/cm are almost

definitely to be companions of dense double systems. They may be

deprived of their spread envelopes rich in hydrogen but they do

collapse with « г - Ю
4 9
 erg energy release Into the outer envelope.

Such an energy Is deliberately sufficient to blow off the envelope

(whose bound energy is one or two orders of magnitude leas). As

a result, neutron stars with the mass Н-1.4И are obtained.Such

a value tor the mass perfectly agrees with the neutron star

range (1,2*1.8)M^, determined from observations of double

On the formation of a neutron star in the considered cave

a certain process of slow energy release outwards may start (see

for example ) . The light curve calculations of Supernovae

9



of type I primarily point to the existence of such a process. Ae

this process takes place (Its duration is dozens of days, i.e.~
g

~10 sec), the kinetic energy of the blown off envelope increases

by about the order of Magnitude (the mass of the blown off enve-

lope can increane AS well). Such a process of a two-step envelope

blow off Bay bo pit into correspondence to Supernova cf type I.

It should be noted here that the second step of the process is

/2/similar to the slow energy releaue in the collapsed iron cores

which, according to fie evolution theory, correspond to very mas-

sive stars of the mala sequence.

We Have accepted purely carbon chemical composition of the

stellar core. Helium burning certainly results in a more compo-

site content with an admixture of other elements, mainly oxygen.

It Is evident that the thermonuclear energy release rate even

with a substantial admixture of oxygen does not essentially de-

crease, since it depends mainly on a temperature rather than a

carbon concentration. Only in case of a very small fraction of

carbon (<0.1) the energy release rate is equal to that of oxygen

burning. Therefore the considered results are left practically

unchanged even with rather large oxygen (and similar elements)

admixtures to carbon.

In conclusion we would like to stress that the account for

the neutrino energy transfer has Improved the correspondence of

10



the theoretical models of exploding carbon stellar corea to tbe

observed features of supernova explosion» and neutron star forma-

tion. It provided sufficiently large kinetic energies for disrup-

- 10tion of exploding stars (up to - 10 erg) and moreover,

seems to be of the greatest interest, it brought about instanta-

neous blow off of tbe envelope with an energy *»l0
49
erg,»ce»wpany-

ing collapse.
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